
CONSUMER EDUCATION AND SUPPORT STATEWIDE CALL-IN 
 
Please plan to join in on February 25, 2010 for the next Consumer 
Education and Support Statewide Call-In.  To reduce the cost, please 
gather and dial-in together.  Remember to provide the moderator with 
your name, the agency you are representing (if applicable), and the 
number of persons listening in from your location.   
 
ABOUT THIS MONTH'S CALL: 
 
DATE:    February 25, 2010 
 
TIME:     10:00am - 11:30am [Note: Please dial in no earlier than 
9:45am, per audioconferencing regulations] 
 
TOPIC:  "New Perspectives on Hope in Recovery" 
 
SPEAKERS:   
Rhonda Keck, Nanette Larson (Recovery Support Services, DHS/Division of 
Mental Health) Darlene McGary, Sheila Kraft, Janet Homann, Gloria 
Centeno, Anita Overturf (Personal Perspectives)  
 
DIAL-IN NUMBER:     1-888-889-2037 
 
PASSCODE:              "Recovery" 
 
MEETING TITLE:       Consumer Education and Support 
 
You will be on hold with music until the host opens the conference 
call.  If you have any questions or require additional assistance, 
please press "0" from your phone during the audio conference. 
 
As a courtesy to others and to improve sound quality, please mute your 
phone when not speaking. 
 
 
HANDOUTS: 
 
The following materials for the 2/25/10 Statewide Call-In are attached:  
 
1)  NEW!  Evaluation Form 
 
2)  Consumer Education. New Perspectives on Hope in Recovery 
    (powerpoint slides in pdf document) 
 
3)  Sign-In Sheet (for CEU's) 
 
4)  CEU protocol & FAQ's for consumer education calls 
 
 
 
ABOUT CONSUMER EDUCATION & SUPPORT CALLS: 
 
For all persons living with mental illnesses and receiving mental 
health services, this call is for you!  The call contains specific 
information relative to consumers of mental health services.  This call 
is uniquely and specifically designed to provide education and support 



for all consumers of publicly funded mental health services in 
Illinois. 
 
This is your opportunity to 
 
- receive information directly from the Division of Mental Health (DMH) 
 
- ask your questions directly to the DMH 
 
- express your thoughts, concerns, comments, and suggestions directly 
to the DMH 
 
 
ABOUT STAFF PARTICIPATION: 
 
Staff are welcome to listen in as well.  However, the primary purpose 
of the call is to ensure that consumers have an opportunity to receive 
information, ask questions, and provide input.  
 
 
*************************************************** 
Nanette V. Larson 
Director, Recovery Support Services 
DHS/Division of Mental Health 
5407 N. University Street 
Peoria, Illinois  61614 
 
Phone:  (309) 693-5228 
Fax:       (309) 693-5101 
E-Mail:   Nanette.Larson@illinois.gov 
 
************************************************** 
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“New Perspectives for a New Decade!” 


New Perspectives on HOPE in Recovery!


Consumer Education and 
Support Statewide Call-In: 
February 25, 2010
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Welcome!


Thank you for joining today’s call!


Instructions for CEU’s for today’s call
– Fax Sign-In Sheets within seven days, to:


Josephine Brodbeck, FAX (309) 693-5101 


Date and Topic for Next Call-In
– March 25, 2010 – “New Perspectives on Self Determination”


Email Your Feedback: ILEmpowerment@valueoptions.com
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Objectives for Today’s Call


Participants will learn:


1) HOPE is fostered by stories of recovery
2) HOPE is fostered through choice
3) HOPE is fostered through personal goals
4) HOPE is fostered by change
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Objectives for Today’s Call 
(continued)


Participants will learn:


5) HOPE is fostered through spirituality
6) HOPE is fostered through social supports
7) HOPE is fostered through gratitude
8) HOPE is fostered through resilience


Guidelines for Today’s Call


All Speakers Will Use Person-First Language


All Acronyms Will Be Spelled Out and Defined


Diverse Experiences Will Be Heard and 
Validated
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Meet the Presenters


Department of Human Services/Division of Mental Health
– Nanette Larson
– Rhonda Keck


Personal Perspectives


– Darlene McGary
– Sheila Kraft
– Janet Homann
– Gloria Centeno
– Anita Overturf
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Hope is fostered through Stories of 
Recovery


“As we let our own light shine, we 
unconsciously give other people permission to 
do the same.  As we are liberated from our own 
fears, our presence automatically liberates 
others.” - Nelson Mandella


One of the most helpful resources is to hear the stories of 
those who have an actual experience of recovery.


We receive hope and inspiration from others’ stories.
Their words can tell us about the real experience of 
recovery.   


Hope is fostered through Choice


“Once I became aware of my inner power, I 
became the captain of my ship so to speak, 
and I needed to plot a new course to discover 
the buried treasure .... me!” - Joan Lunden


We develop greater self esteem when we 
exercise our ability to make decisions about 
our lives.


Hope is fostered through Choice


When we are given choices and options, or when 
we come to recognize that we have a choice 
about how we are living, our sense of 
hopefulness about our life and recovery is 
enhanced.
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Hope is fostered through Personal 
Goals


“Experience is a hard teacher because she 
gives the test first, the lesson afterward.” 
- Vernon Law


We all can set goals for ourselves so that we 
have something to work toward.


Hope is fostered through Personal 
Goals


“The secret to success is to start from scratch and 
keep on scratching.”  - Dennis Green


We can use these tips to help us set our goals:
– Decide what you want to achieve
– Break it down into smaller steps
– Set weekly goals
– Create daily action items
– Take action
– Evaluate your progress
– Celebrate your success!


Hope is fostered through Change


“Both tears and sweat are salty, but they render 
different results.  Tears will get you 
sympathy, sweat will get you change.”  - Jesse 
Jackson


Taking steps toward our goals may require great 
courage, but we come to find that, with each 
small change we make, we become more 
confident and more hopeful.
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Personal Perspectives


Darlene McGary


Hope is fostered through 
Spirituality


“With the new day comes new strength 
and new thoughts.”  - Eleanor Roosevelt


Spirituality is one way you find meaning, hope, 
comfort and inner peace in your life. 


Hope is fostered through 
Spirituality


Many people find spirituality through their faith or 
religious beliefs. 


Some find it through music, art or a connection 
with nature.


Others find it in their values and principles or 
through participation in community life.
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Personal Perspectives


Sheila Kraft


Hope is fostered through Social 
Supports


“The way to develop self-confidence is to do the 
thing you fear, and get a record of successful 
experiences behind you.”    - William Jennings 
Bryan 


Support systems contribute to our overall 
wellness. We feel better just being around 
other people. 


Hope is fostered through Social 
Supports


When we’re with other people, we feel more 
positive emotions, which leads to greater 
happiness. 


When we’re happier, we have better 
relationships. This in turn leads to more 
positive emotions…and being on an “upward 
spiral” of well-being and happiness.
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Personal Perspectives


Janet Homann


Hope is fostered through Gratitude


“If you can’t be content with what you have 
received, be thankful for what you have 
escaped.” – Author Unknown


Gratitude is taking an honest look at a situation and 
choosing to say, “Even in this there is a reason to 
hope.”


People who express gratitude report greater happiness 
and less depression.


Personal Perspectives


Gloria Centeno
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Hope is fostered through 
Resilience


“Each new step becomes a little surer and each 
new grasp a little firmer.”  - Sarah Ban 
Breathnach


Being resilient means that you find a way to step 
up every day and keep going even in the face 
of circumstances that make you change your 
ways. Remember, you are much more resilient 
than you may know.


Hope is fostered through 
Resilience


Resilience can be developed. It may be one of 
the most important and relevant characteristics 
a person needs today in order to navigate 
through the rapidly-changing waters of life.


Personal Perspectives


Anita Overturf
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Key Points


Hope is essential in our recovery!


Hope comes in many different ways!


We can share our hope with others!


Even if it seems there is no hope, we can often 
find hope in the things and people around us!


Where Can I Find More Information?


• Goal Setting 
• www.hopewrites.com/7-quick-goal-setting-tips/


• Hope & Spirituality
• www.aafp.org/afp/2001/0101/p89.html


• Connecting With Other People 
www.pbs.org/thisemotionallife/topic/connecting
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Where Can I Find More Information?


• Stories of Recovery 
www.power2u.org/articles/recovery/recovery_stories/storie
s.html


• Resilience 
www.stevescanlon.buildingchampions.com/2009/11/resilie
nce.html


• Call the Warm Line 
- 1 (866) 359-7953


27
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Guidelines for 
Questions And Comments


All Speakers Will Use Person-First Language
All Acronyms Will Be Spelled Out and 
Defined
Diverse Experiences Will Be Heard and 
Validated
Limit to One Question per Person, then Pass 
to the Next Person
Saying “Thank You” Indicates You Are 
Finished With Your Question28


Thank You!


NEW!  Statewide call-in evaluation forms
– FAX to Josephine Brodbeck (309) 693-5101


Comments, questions, feedback, suggestions: 
ILEmpowerment@valueoptions.com


Nanette Larson, Director of Recovery Support 
Services, DHS/Division of Mental Health


E-mail: Nanette.Larson@Illinois.gov
FAX: (309) 693-510129








ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES / DIVISION OF MENTAL HEALTH: RECOVERY SERVICES DEVELOPMENT


       Consumer Education & Support 
              Statewide Call In Survey


Title: “New Perspectives on Hope in Recovery” Date:  February 25, 2010


Thank you for participating in the Consumer Education & Support Statewide
Call-In.  We would appreciate you taking the following brief survey to let us
know about your experience as a call-in participant.


Please rate (circle) the following on a scale of “1" to “5", with “1" indicating that
you strongly disagree and “5" that you strongly agree.
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   1. The process of dialing in to participate was satisfactory.


   2. The educational content was relevant to my situation.


   3. During the question and answer period, the speakers listened
and responded well to the participants’ questions.


   4. The presentation was respectful of the diverse experiences of
participants.


   5. The education and support provided will help me to find more
sources of support in my community.


   6. The education and support provided will help me cope better with
challenges.


   7. The education and support provided will help me find my own
ideas for staying well or improving my life.


   8. The education and support provided will help me to be involved
in or take charge of my own mental health treatment and well
being.


   9. Overall, I am satisfied with the call.


   10. I would recommend the call to others.


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


1     2     3     4     5


COMMENTS:                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                








CEU PROTOCOL FOR THE DMH STATEWIDE CONSUMER EDUCATION CALLS


1. FAX your CEU sign-in sheets after the call to:
Josephine Brodbeck, 309-693-5101.


2. Sign-in sheets cannot be accepted until after the call has occurred, so if you have
already faxed in your attendance, this will have to be done again after we adjourn.


3. Be sure to print your name, as it is difficult to read some signatures.  This will cut down
on requests for corrections.


4. Be sure to include a contact person and address for your site.  We have received
some sign-in sheets without addresses on them, and when this occurs, no certificates
are mailed.  If you want to receive a certificate, you must include an address where it is
to be sent.


5. Your name must be on the sign-in sheet.  If a person's name is not on the sign-in sheet,
the person cannot be issued a certificate.  We cannot accept phone calls or e-mails
telling us that you forgot to sign the sheet.


6. Sign-in sheets must be received within 7 business days after the call.  If the sign-in
sheet is not received within 7 business days after the call, the sign-in sheet cannot be
accepted.  The only exception to this rule is if you are able to provide proof, such as a
fax confirmation sheet.


FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS


What are CEU’s?  CEU’s are ‘Continuing Education Units.’  


Why are CEU’s important?  CEU’s are important for you if you already have your Certified
Recovery Support Specialist (CRSS) credential or if you are trying to get your CRSS.  These
are education hours that count toward the 100 hours of required training and education when
applying for your CRSS, and they are specific to the CRSS domains.  


What should I do with the CEU certificates I receive in the mail?  Be certain to keep track
of your certificates.  Keep them all organized in a file and don’t lose them.


What if I don’t want or need CEU’s?  Will I receive a separate Attendance Certificate?  
The Certificate you receive in the mail serves as either or both an Attendance record for your
own use or for CRSS CEU collection purposes.  Therefore, only one Certificate will be sent to
you, for whatever purpose you wish.








Program Name:   Consumer Education & Support Statewide Call-In            Program Number:   9850  
Title:   “New Perspectives on Hope in Recovery”                                                                                                                                                              
Date:   February 25, 2010                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Sponsor:   Division of Mental Health                                                                                                                                                                                        
Instructors:   Nanette Larson, BA, CRSS; Rhonda Keck, MA, CRSS                                                                                                                                         
Location:   Teleconference                    Time:      10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.                       CEUs Available:     1.5  hours  


*** LICENSE # MUST BE PRESENT TO RECEIVE CEU’S ***


Name - Please Print Legibly Work Site or Job Location Job Title License #   & Type


RETURN CERTIFICATES TO (Name):  PHONE: (          )


RETURN CERTIFICATES TO (Address):


After the Call-In, please fax this completed form to:  Josephine Brodbeck, (309) 693-5101
(Sign-In Sheets received before the Call-In will not be accepted)


If a person’s name is not on the sign-in sheet, the person cannot be issued a certificate.  
If a name cannot be read and a phone number is not offered on this form, a certificate will not be issued.


If the sign-in sheet is not received within 7 business days after the call, the sign-in sheet cannot be accepted.





